Abstract-A reaction-time task was used to determine the visual motion thresholds in humans and in macaque monkeys for sinusoidally modulated shearing motion of a random dot display, It was found that humans and macaques were very similar in their spatial frequency sensitivity profiles for shearing motion. These profiles were of a u-shape for all human and monkey subjects tested. Temporal frequency, varied over a wide range, did not influence the shape of the spatial frequency sensitivity curve, but only the threshold amplitudes. The above results held both for single and multiple temporal cycles of shearing motion. Previous reports for the human, using these same shearing motion stimuli, indicated no increase in threshold at the lower spatial frequencies. The reason for this discrepancy is that thresholds in the previous studies were not determined at a low enough spatial frequency to see clearly this increase in thresholds. Because of the striking similarity of the data for man and macaque, it is suggested that similar neural mechanisms underly the shearing motion sensitivity of the two species.
Abstract-A reaction-time task was used to determine the visual motion thresholds in humans and in macaque monkeys for sinusoidally modulated shearing motion of a random dot display, It was found that humans and macaques were very similar in their spatial frequency sensitivity profiles for shearing motion. These profiles were of a u-shape for all human and monkey subjects tested. Temporal frequency, varied over a wide range, did not influence the shape of the spatial frequency sensitivity curve, but only the threshold amplitudes. The above results held both for single and multiple temporal cycles of shearing motion. Previous reports for the human, using these same shearing motion stimuli, indicated no increase in threshold at the lower spatial frequencies. The reason for this discrepancy is that thresholds in the previous studies were not determined at a low enough spatial frequency to see clearly this increase in thresholds. Because of the striking similarity of the data for man and macaque, it is suggested that similar neural mechanisms underly the shearing motion sensitivity of the two species. (Gibson, 1950 (Gibson, , 1966 (Gibson, , 1979 Nakayama and Loomis, 1974; Koenderink and van Doorn, 1976; Longuet-Higgins and Prazdny, 1980; Rogers and Graham, 1979, 1982) in figure-ground separation (von Helmholtz, 1925; Reichardt and Poggio, 1979; Reichardt et al., 1983 ) and discrimination of self-motion from object motion, allowing perceptual stability during eye, head, and body movements (Bridgeman, 1972; Miezen et al., 1982; Frost and Nakayama, 1983) . Neurons sensitive to relative motion have been isolated electrophysiologically in various visually responsive areas of the brain. Frost and Nakayama (1583) examined pigeon optic tectum and observed single visual neurons which code opposing motion independent of direction. Hammond and MacKay (1977) found in cat striate cortex that 70% of simple cells showed a change in responsiveness to conventional bar stimuli when these were presented in moving rather than stationary static noise back- grounds, and that complex cells had their direction bias modified according to the direction and velocity of background motion. Hammond and Smith (1982) further examined these relative motion effects. In monkey striate cortex (Bridgeman, 1972) . cat striate cortex (Burns et al., 1972) . and cat superior colliculus (Mandl, 1974) neurons have been examined whose responsiveness is greater when the stimulus moves with respect to a structured background.
Motter and Mountcastle (1981) noted a possible mechanism for relative motion sensing in the posterior parietal lobe of macaques where "opponent vector organization" was common among light sensitive neurons with bilateral response areas; that is, direction sensitivity vectors point in opposite directions in the two half-fields of these cells. Such cells would probably be most active during translations of the head forward or backward in a complex visual environment. Miezen et al. (1982) examined area MT (the middle temporal area) in owl monkeys, where most cells responded best to the preferred direction of motion in the receptive field against a stationary background or a background moving in the opposite direction. These cells did not respond to the preferred direction of motion if the background also moved in that direction. This center-surround organization for motion could play a role in the processing of motion parallax.
Electrophysiological evidence such as that cited above provides a basis from which to examine human psychophysical motion perception data; conversely, electrophysiological and anatomical data from ani-
